
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ ACADEMIC SENATE 
 

 

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY 

MINUTES 

October 23, 2019 

10:40 a.m.-1:10 p.m. 

307 Kerr Hall 

  

Present: Douglas Bonett, Kate Edmunds, Joy Hagen (NSTF Representative), Lindsay Hink (CCI 

Chair, ex officio), Rebecca Hurdis (Senate Analyst), Dongwook Lee, Ronnie Lipschutz, Pradip 

Mascharak, Richard Montgomery, Onuttom Narayan (Chair), Tonya Ritola, Tchad Sanger 

(University Registrar, ex-officio), Matt Wagers 

 

Guests: Deputy Registrar Margie Claxton, Associate Registrar Kalin McGraw, Preceptor’s 

Representative Winnie Tang 

 

Absent: Manel Campus, Provost Representative  

 

I.        Applied Math Proposal 

With one member recused, CEP discussed the proposal to establish an Applied Mathematics B.S. 

program.  The committee also considered the comments about this proposal from the Committee on 

Planning and Budget (CPB).  The committee has the following concerns: 

• It was felt that 2-3 lower division courses in the physical and biological sciences should be 

added to provide a grounding in the natural sciences. 

• In view of the small size of the department, they should provide, for each required course, the 

ladder rank faculty who can teach the course to ensure that the program is not vulnerable to 

faculty being unavailable.  

• The prerequisite of AM 170A for AM 170B should be dropped. Otherwise, many transfer 

students will likely graduate in three years.  

• The program requires 3 quarters of a 2-unit seminar course.  The department should provide 

a plan for how undergraduate students will be provided faculty mentoring for each seminar 

to help them understand the materials, or drop this requirement.   

• The list of electives should be adjusted, after consultation with stakeholder departments about 

prerequisites, so that students can expect to be able to enroll in them.  

 

Action:  Correspondence will be sent to VPAA.   

 

II. Major Qualification Policies  

Over the last two years, CEP has considered how to review proposed or current major qualification 

policies.  Departments’ major qualification policies have to be reviewed every five years but CEP 

needs to finalize the metrics for evaluating.   

 

The committee discussion focused on what is needed for students to succeed and the impact of a 

major qualification policy.  By looking at a GPA cut off in increments, are students being successful 

and can the threshold be lowered?  Do major qualification policies have biases to first generation 

students?  How do departments use their appeal process to reduce barriers to their major qualification 

policy? 
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Action:   The committee will continue and finalize this discussion and policy.  This will be circulated 

to departments at the end of the winter quarter.  IRAPS will standardize the data for all departments.  

Next year, CEP will review the Major Qualification Policies of all departments.   

  

III. FTE Transfer Request 

CEP reviewed the FTE transfer materials for Associate Professor Alvaro Cardenas in transferring 

from Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) to Computer Science Engineering (CSE).  The 

committee does not object to this transfer but has concerns how it will impact ECE’s ability to cover 

courses in the long term with an appropriate number of remaining FTEs.  The dean has also asserted 

that an additional FTE will be needed to replace Cardenas.   

 

Action: Correspondence will be sent to the VPAA.   

  

IV. Consent Agenda and Announcements  

The Chair announced that there will be no CEP meeting on 10/30/19 because of lack of business.  

However, there will be correspondence that will need to be reviewed by members online.  A member 

of the committee raised the issue of UCSC’s Long Range Development Plan (LDRP) and the 

projection for campus to grow to 28,000 students and the impact this will have on undergraduate 

education.   

 

The following were approved: 

• 10/09/19 Minutes  

• CEP to VPAA re Music Concentrations Correspondence 

• CEP to Senate Chair re Partner Hire Policy Correspondence 

• CEP to Senate Chair re Chancellor’s Memo re ODEI Correspondence  

 

Action:  Chair will update the committee regarding the LRDP.  Correspondence will be sent.   

 

V. Senate Regulation 542 

Systemwide Senate Regulation 542 specifies that students who do not satisfy the prerequisites for a 

course cannot enroll without the instructor’s consent. Students from other campuses enrolling in 

UCSC online courses do not have prerequisites verified at present.  

 

CEP felt that the Office of the Registrar should enforce SR 542 at the time of enrollment, as is similar 

to CEP’s policy for courses offered in Summer Session. The actual verification of prerequisites could 

be left to the instructor. CEP also felt that this should be soon replaced with a system where 

prerequisites are verified centrally by the Cross-Campus Enrollment System, as the workload for 

UCSC faculty and staff to conduct manual prerequisite verifications could become excessive.  CEP 

will recommend that Innovative Learning Technology Initiative (ILTI) at the Office of the President 

should start including information on their website about courses  for which prerequisites are to be 

enforced.   

 

Action:  Correspondence will be sent to the University Registrar, ILTI Director and UCEP Chair.   

 

VI. APU Revision  
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The APU Policy (Academic Programs and Units Policy and Procedures Governing Establishment, 

Disestablishment and Change) has been circulated by the VPAA to the Senate.  Committee reviewed 

Appendix C to significantly revise to be included in next year’s revision.    

 

Action:  The committee’s suggestions will be sent to the VPAA. 

  

 

 

Committee on Educational Policy, 2019 - 20 


